
Thank You Honeybee - From the album “Songs From 
the Trail”

[E] [G] [E] [A] [E7] [E]

[Chorus]

[E]                    [A]           [E]

Honeybee left, honeybee right

[A]                            [E]

Honeybee flap your wings

         [A]                           [E]             [F#]                        [B]

Now, honeybee turn in a circle, and shake the thing that stings

[E]                      [A]          [E]

Honeybee here, honeybee there

[A]                          [E]

Honeybee do your dance

           [A]                              [E]              [B]   [A]       [E]

When honeybees search for nectar, they pollinate the plants

       [A][B][E]        [A]                         [E]

Oh, honeybee you do a lotta work for me

       [A][B][E]  [A7]

Oh, honeybee nothing could be greater than a pollinator

[B]              [A]     [B]

Thank you honeybee!

[E] [G] [E] [A] [E7] E]

[V1]

[E]                                                                                                    

Well, the female bees are called the workers 

                                                   [G][E]

And they make up most of the hive

[E]                                                        [A]                  [B]

All the lady bees do all of the work to keep the hive alive

         [E]

They feed the drones, they feed the queen, the honeybee 
hive is a honey machine

                                                             [B]          [A]  [E]

All the lady bees do all of the work to keep the hive alive

(Spoken) “When a bee brings pollen from one flower to 
another that flower is said to be pollinated.”

[E]                           [G][E]              

If ya see a bee at a flower it’s a lady bee,      

[E]                           [G][E]      

If ya see a bee at a flower it’s a lady bee

[E]

Honeybees are lady bees, and lady bees are honeybees

I love the honey-making, seed-creating, 

 [B]              [A]    [E]

pollinating honeybees

[Chorus]



[Spoken]

“I really love bees because they help pollinate kiwis, cashews, 
watermelon, cilantro, apples, mangoes, avocados, zucchini, 
cherries, pears, raspberries, strawberries, balckberries, 
blueberries and many more.

They also make 10,000 trips between flowers just to make one 
little spooonful of honey. And then I spread it on my toast. I 
take a bite. And I say “Thank You, Honeybee.” 

Bee: You’re welcome!


